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Abstract 

It is known that multiplicative groups occur in modular arithmetic. 
Many authors have studied these groups. Denniss constructed groups 
in modular arithmetic G under multiplication modulo m each of which 
has an identity element which is not necessarily 1, for some value of 
m. We find other possible values of m and a set GH ⊇  such that H 

and G are also groups under multiplication modulo m. Further, we also 
find other multiplicative groups in modular arithmetic. 

1. Introduction 

For the most part of our notation and terminology, we follow that of 
Gallian [3]. Thus, the set { } ,1,1...,,2,1,0 ≥− nn  is denoted by .nZ  The 

set nZ  is a group under addition modulo n. The set of all positive integers 

less than n and relative prime to n, ( ){ },1, =|∈= naZaU nn  is a group 
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under multiplication modulo n, the identity element is being 1. In [3, p. 52], 
we can see that { }35,25,15,5=G  is a group under multiplication modulo 

40. We can show that it is a group by constructing its Cayley table, and we 
can see that its identity element is 25. In this paper, we find further examples 
of multiplicative groups modulo n. 

Many authors, for example, McLean [4], Denniss [2] and Brakes [1] have 
studied multiplicative groups in modular arithmetic. Denniss constructed 
groups in modular arithmetic under multiplication modulo m each of which 
has an identity element which is not necessarily 1, for some value of m. The 
Denniss’ Theorem is as follows. 

Theorem (Denniss). Let n and q be positive integers, ,1>n  and ≡k  

( )121mod −++++ qi nnnn  for some integer .0≥i  Then the set { ,, knk  

}12 ...,, −qknkn  forms a group under multiplication ( +++ 2mod knknk  

).1−+ qkn  

In this theorem, let .12 −++++= qknknknkm  In this paper, we 

find other possible values of m such that { }12 ...,,,, −qknknknk  is also a 

group under multiplication modulo m. This slightly extends Denniss’ 
Theorem. We also find a set GH ⊇  such that H is a group under 

multiplication modulo m. Further, we find other multiplicative groups in 
modular arithmetic. Thus, we can find further examples of groups in modular 
arithmetic. 

2. Constructions 

To derive our results, we use McLean’s criterion [4], which says that       
if { }( )nbaeG mod...,,,=  is a multiplicative group, then { ,, kakeH =  

}( )knkb mod...,  is a multiplicative group if and only if .Gke ∈  

Our first result is as follows. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let n, d and q be positive integers, ,1>n  ,1>q  where d 

divides ,1−n  and .1
d

ns
q −=  If snk i mod≡  for some integer ,0≥i  then 

the set { }12 ...,,,, −qknknknk  forms a group under multiplication .mod ks  

Its identity element is e, where .mod1 se ≡  

Proof. Since ( ) ( )12111 −++++−=− qq nnnnn  and d divides 
,1−n  

( )12111 −++++−=−= q
q

nnnd
n

d
ns  

is an integer, and 

,11 dsd
ndn

q
q =−≡−  

,mod1 snq ≡  

and so the set 

{ }12 ...,,,,1 −qnnn  

forms a group under multiplication mod s. The identity element is 1, and for 

any t, ( ) .,10 1 tqt nnqt −− =−≤≤  By using McLean’s criterion, the set 

{ }12 ...,,,, −= qknknknkG  

forms a group under multiplication ksmod  when snk i mod≡  for some 
integer .0≥i  

We show that there exists an identity element ,Ge ∈  where ≡≡ qne  

.mod1 s  Let .Gknt ∈  Since ,mod snk i≡  { }11 ...,,, −++= qiii nnnG (mod s), 

and there exists ,mod senuq ≡  ,Ge ∈  for some nonnegative integer u. 

Since ,mod1 snq ≡  ,mod1 snuq ≡  ,1 lsnuq =−  for some positive integer 
l. Hence we have 

( ) ,1 ttuqttuq lsknknnknknn =−=−  
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,mod ksknknn ttuq ≡  

and so the identity element is e, where .mod1 snne quq ≡≡≡   

Note that, in Theorem 2.1, when ,1−= nd  then +++= 21 nns  
1−+ qn  and we have Denniss’ Theorem. 

For example, in Theorem 2.1, let 3=n  and .4=q  Then we can have 

1=d  or 2, and 80=s  or 40, respectively. When we take ,40,2 == sd  

and 40mod11 ≡=k  (or by Dennis’ Theorem), then the set { }27,9,3,1  is a 

group under multiplication 40mod  with the identity element 1. When we 
take ,1=d  ,80=s  and ,80mod11 ≡=k  then the set { }27,9,3,1  is a 

group under multiplication 80mod  with the identity element 1. When we 
take ,1=d  ,80=s  and ,80mod330003 ≡=k  then the set {30003, 90009, 
270027, 810081} is a group under multiplication 2400240mod  with the 
identity element 810081, since .80mod1810081 ≡  

From Theorem 2.1, if we take 1+= jq  and ,ink =  then we have the 

following corollary. 

Corollary 2.2. Let n and d be positive integers where d divides .1−n  

Then, for any nonnegative integers i and j, the set { }jiii nnn ++ ...,,, 1  is a 

group under multiplication .1mod
1

i
j

nd
n −+

 Its identity element is e, where 

.1mod1
1

1
d

nne
j

j −≡≡
+

+   

Now we give a set { }12 ...,,,, −⊇ qknknknkH  such that H is also a 

group under multiplication modulo .12 −++++= qknknknkm  

Theorem 2.3. Let n, d and q be positive integers, ,1,1 >> qn  where d 

divides ,1−n  and .1
d

ns
q −=  If snk i mod≡  or snsk i mod−≡  for 

some integer ,0≥i  then the set { ( ) ,1,0, =−==| jnskhorknhh jj  
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}1..., −q  forms a group under multiplication mod ks. Its identity element is 

e, where .mod1 se ≡  

Proof. First, we show that 

{ }1...,,1,0,or −=−==|= qjnshnggG jj  

forms a group under multiplication .mod s  As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 

since ( ) ( )12111 −++++−=− qq nnnnn  and d divides ,1−n  

( )12111 −++++−=−= q
q

nnnd
n

d
ns  

is an integer, and 

,11 dsd
ndn

q
q =−=−  

.mod1 snq ≡  

Let ., 21 Ggg ∈  We apply multiplication .mod s  If { ,,1, 21 ngg ∈  

},...,, 12 −qnn  then { } ....,,,,1 12
21 Gnnngg q ⊆∈ −  If { ,1, 21 −∈ sgg  

},...,,, 12 −−−− qnsnsns  then tnsg −=1  and unsg −=2  for some 

integers t and u, .1,0 −≤≤ qut  We have ( ) ( ) ≡−−= ut nsnsgg 21  

,mod sn ut+  and, when it is reduced to ,mod s { } ....,,,,1 12
21 Gnnngg q ⊆∈ −  

Without loss of generality, let { }12
1 ...,,,,1 −∈ qnnng  and { ,12 −∈ sg  

}....,,, 12 −−−− qnsnsns  Then tng =1  and unsg −=2  for some 

positive integers t and u, .1,0 −≤≤ qut  We have ( ) ≡−= ut nsngg 21  

,mod snsn utut ++ −≡−  and, when it is reduced to ,mod s  ∈21gg  

{ } ....,,,,1 12 Gnsnsnss q ⊆−−−− −  These prove that, if ,, 21 Ggg ∈  

then .21 Ggg ∈  The identity element is 1. For any integer t, ,10 −≤≤ qt  

( ) ,1 tqt nn −− =  and ( ) .1 tqt nsns −− −=−  This completes the proof that G 

forms a group under multiplication mod s. 
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By using McLean’s criterion, the set 

{ ( ) }1...,,1,0,or −=−==| qjnskhknhh jj  

forms a group under multiplication ,mod ks  when snk i mod≡  or −≡ sk  

sni mod  for some integer .0≥i  As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the 

identity element is e, where .mod1 se ≡   

Remark. The following fact can also be proved, as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3. If G is a group under multiplication mmod  with the identity 

element e, then the set { }GggmhghhH ∈−==|= someforor  is also 

a group under multiplication mmod  with identity element e. 

For example, in Theorem 2.3, let 3=n  and .3=q  Then we can have 

1=d  or 2, and 26=s  or 13, respectively. If we take ,26,1 == sd  and 

,26mod11 ≡=k  then the set { }25,23,17,9,3,1  is a group under 

multiplication 26mod  with the identity element 1. If we take ,13,2 == sd  

and ,13mod31325 0−≡=k  then the set { }300,250,225,100,75,25  is a 

group under multiplication 325mod  with the identity element 300, since 
.13mod1300 ≡  

From Theorem 2.3, if we take 1+= jq  and ,ink =  then we have the 

following corollary. 

Corollary 2.4. Let n and d be positive integers, ,1>n  and d divides 

.1−n  Then, for any nonnegative integers i and j, and ,11

d
ns

j −=
+

 the set 

{ ( ) }jlnsnhornhh lili ...,,1,0, =−==| +  is a group under multiplication 

.mod sni  Its identity element is e, where .mod11 sne j ≡≡ +  

Now we give other multiplicative groups in modular arithmetic. Let n, d 
and q be positive integers, ,1>n  ,1>q  where d divides .1+n  When q is 
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odd, we have 

( ) ( ).111 321 +−+−+=+ −−− qqqq nnnnn  

Let 

( ).111 321 +−+−+=+= −−− qqq
q

nnnd
n

d
ns  

Then s is an integer, and 

,11 dsd
ndn

q
q =+≡+  

.mod1 snq ≡−  

Similarly, when q is even, and 

( ),111 321 −−+−+=−= −−− qqq
q

nnnd
n

d
ns  

we have 

.mod1 snq ≡  

By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have 

{ ( ) }1...,,1,0, −=−=| qinhh i  

is a group under multiplication modulo s. By using McLean’s criterion, we 
find the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.5. Let n, d and q be positive integers, ,1,1 >> qn  where d 

divides ,1+n  and ( ) .1
d

ns
qq −−

=  If k is a positive integer and ≡k  

( ) ,mod sn i−  for some integer ,0≥i  then the set { ( ) ,0, =−=| jnkhh j  

}1...,,1 −q  forms a group under multiplication mod ks. Its identity element 

is e, where .mod1 se ≡  

For example, in Theorem 2.5, let 2=n  and .3=q  Then we can have 

1=d  or 3, and 9=s  or 3, respectively. When we take ,9,1 == sd  and 
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( ) ,9mod24 2−≡=k  then we find the set { } { } .9mod4,7,14,2,1 =−  

Hence, the set { }28,16,4  is a group under multiplication 36mod  with the 

identity element 28, since .9mod128 ≡  

By using Theorem 2.5 and the fact in the remark, we have the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 2.6. Let n, d and q be positive integers, ,1,1 >> qn  where d 

divides ,1+n  and ( ) .1
d

ns
qq −−

=  If k is a positive integer and ≡k  

( ) sn i mod−  or ( ) snsk i mod−−≡  for some integer ,0≥i  then the set 

{ ( ) ( ( ) ) }1...,,1,0, −=−−=−=| qjnskhornkhh jj  forms a group under 

multiplication mod ks. Its identity element is e, where .mod1 se ≡  

For example, in Theorem 2.6, let 3=n  and .3=q  Then we can have 

,1=d  2 or 4, and ,28=s  14 or 7, respectively. When we take ,1=d  

,28=s  and ,28mod11 ≡=k  then we find the set { } =− 19,31,27,9,3,1  

{ } ,28mod19,3,27,9,25,1  and so the set { }27,25,19,9,3,1  is a group 

under multiplication mod 28 with the identity 1. 
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